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System-wide Multiresolution �Robert L. Ready, Donald S. Fusselly, and Avi SilberschatzzyDepartment of Computer Sciences, zAT&T Bell LaboratoriesUniversity of Texas, 600 Mountain Ave.Austin, TX 78712-1188 Murray Hill, NJ 07974Email: fread, fussellg@cs.utexas.edu Email: silber@research.att.comFebruary 22, 19931 IntroductionA major problem of current systems is that the quantity of data outstrips the system's ca-pacity. A number of existing systems address this problem by allowing quality to be tradedfor performance. For instance, in response to the volume of data generated by audio, stillvideo, and motion video, the JPEG, MPEG, and p�64 [1, 2, 3] lossy compression protocolsall o�er some inherent scalability of the quality, or resolution, of the data. The most impor-tant bene�t of lossy compression [4] is that the I/O and transmission costs are decreased.For example, Fluent Systems Inc. [5] sells software and hardware that dynamically ad-just the resolution|measured in terms of bits/second|of audio/video streams on a LANin response to changes in the available bandwidth. These applications demonstrate theutility and convenience of the resolution/performance tradeo� for digital representations ofcontinuous functions, such as images and sounds.Additionally, scalable resolution of geometric data is used in spatial databases [6], ge-ographic information systems [7], and ight simulators. Even more generally, the relatedtechnique of imprecise computation has been suggested as an approach to meeting real-timeconstraints on database queries over any data type [8, 9, 10, 11]. Systematic support forscalable quality naturally complements imprecise computation by allowing larger tradeo�sof quality for time. We call systems that support this tradeo� multiresolution systems [12].This paper argues that ubiquitous, systematic support for scalable multiresolution isessential to next-generation applications that access very large quantities of data. Thesenext-generation applications are the focus of great excitement. They include HDTV [13],multimedia systems, geographic, seismology, astronomy, environmental and other scienti�cdatabases [14, 15, 16], spatial databases and geographic information systems, virtual realitysystems [17], and terabyte-sized databases of traditional data [18].�This material is based in part upon work supported by the Texas Advanced Technology Program underGrant No. ATP-024, the National Science Foundation under Grant Nos. IRI-9003341 and IRI-9106450, andgrants from the IBM and Hewlett-Packard corporations. Avi Silberschatz is on leave from the University ofTexas. 1



Section 2 demonstrates that current trends in computing technology will increase theimportance of multiresolution in the future. In Section 3 we informally de�ne the conceptof multiresolution and present two brief examples. Section 4 contends that system-widesupport for multiresolution will maximize the bene�ts provided by the concept. In Sec-tion 5 we sketch a tentative plan for research into multiresolution database technology, andmention some research direction in other subdisciplines of Computer Science. We concludein Section 6 by presenting an ambitious target application, the Geoscope, as a motivationof ubiquitous multiresolution.2 Motivation for MultiresolutionFour current trends in technology will increase the severity of the data volume problem,and therefore the importance of multiresolution in the near future:� the trend that storage density is increasing faster than access speed,� the growing use of multimedia and the convergence of entertainment and computersystems,� the internetworking of heterogeneous hardware components, and� the construction of massive databases.The storage density of solid state memory chips, magnetic disks, and optical storagedoubles every few years, leading to exponential growth in storage capacity over time [19].However, only relatively small improvements per year in the access times and throughputsof these devices have been realized and are expected. This trend makes the access andretrieval of data more and more time expensive relative to other time costs in a computingsystem, such as actual computation on the processor. Thus, the payo� of saving storageaccess costs by retrieving lower-resolution data is of ever-increasing value.The growing use of multimedia brings us up against bandwidth limitations. MPEG datastreams at 1.5 Megabits/s [2] are expensive relative to current 10 Megabit/s Ethernet andToken Ring LANs. HDTV will contain 8 to 16 times more data than MPEG [13] and willbe expensive on �ber networks even at 1,000 Megabit/s. The popularity of audio/videodata and the merging of computer and entertainment systems demand multiresolution andresolution management to extract the most utility from any particular network of hardware.Inherently scalable protocols like p�64 address the problem of transmitting audio and videoon low-bandwidth lines, such as cellular phone lines.The number of portable and mobile personal computers networked via such low-bandwidthmechanisms is expected to explode [20]. Computer resources at various nodes of theseinter-connected networks will be of increasingly heterogeneous capability, as supercomput-ers communicate with palm-tops. Much of the tra�c on such networks will be audio/videodata. Since we do not want to limit the resolution of data manipulated by powerful nodesto that resolution which can be processed by the less powerful nodes, data at di�erentresolutions should be carried on such a network.Finally, the construction of ever-larger banks of data, exempli�ed by the Earth Observ-ing System [14], necessitates multiresolution. So much data is being collected that it cannotbe examined in detail. While all of the data is precious, only a fraction of it can be computedagainst or examined by a human at any particular moment. Already, image databases use2



low resolution \browse images" [21, 22] to allow rapid preliminary examination of the data.After seeing low resolution overviews of data, scientists may then examine a certain featureat maximum resolution.We believe these trends will necessitate multiresolution across every component of asystem and for all kinds of data.3 MultiresolutionMultiresolution is the concept of viewing data at di�erent levels of information content. The�elds of denotational semantics [23, 24] and information theory [25, 26] provide an intuitiveand a formal de�nition of information content. We repeat the informal de�nition of thisconcept here to provide the reader with the necessary intuitions.Data describe the real world. Some data are more descriptive than other data. Forinstance, the daily list of stock volumes, opening prices and closing prices describes markethistory better than averages and indices computed over many stocks. Similarly, a high qual-ity audio recording is more descriptive of music played than a poor, scratchy recording. Themore descriptive data are, the more information they contain. We use the term resolutionsynonymously with \information content." Thus, lower-resolution data is less precise andless informative than higher-resolution data. The meaning of data, and hence the notionof resolution, is always application dependent. For example, the form of multiresolutionsupported by JPEG has no meaning for non-raster data.The notion of multiresolution has previously been treated more formally [12]. We pro-vide informal examples of two distinct multiresolution data types here. We seek to applymultiresolution concepts to all kinds of data.Example 1: p�64 [3] is an inherently scalable motion video protocol used for telecon-ferencing over limited bandwidth lines. It could serve as the basis for a multiresolution datatype of \motion-video" consisting of motion pictures at di�erent qualities. A poor qualitymovie would be \low resolution" and would approximate \higher-resolution" movies of thesame �lm.This motion-video type, or one based on di�erent protocols, could be used in an on-demand video-server [27] that plays any number of movies to viewers on a digital network.When the number of movies currently being viewed is very high, the server might providerelatively low resolution video, allowing its storage devices and network capability to meetthe demand. As the demand eases, higher-resolution would be provided. In this way, theserver would manage the resolution provided to the users. 2Example 2: A histogram can be used as a low resolution version of a set. The numberof bins determines the resolution of the histogram. When there are few bins and manydata are lumped together, the histogram is a low resolution version of the set. Such ahistogram can be e�ciently encoded in a fraction of the space of the set it represents.When there are a large number of bins, the histogram provides a great deal of usefulinformation about the set, and is higher-resolution. Under certain conditions, a histogrammay completely determine the membership of a set, which is the highest resolution possible.A generalization of histograms called the sandbag has been suggested as a general purposeapproach to multiresolution sets [12]. 2 3



These two types demonstrate a particular property of approximations that is generallytrue, though not universally obtained in practice.If X is a low resolution version of Y , then X requires less space to be representedby a computer than Y .Accessing a large (high resolution) object requires many accesses to main memory and/ormany expensive I/O operations. Multiresolution systems use this general relationship be-tween low resolution data and space to improve performance by computing against lower-resolution data when possible.4 System-wide Multiresolution is EssentialEvery component of a software system should support multiresolution. For example, ifrasters are retrieved from a DBMS at various resolutions, but the graphics subsystem canonly render rasters at one resolution, no time will be saved. There may be some utilityin retrieving a high resolution image from a storage structure and applying an algorithmthat reduces its resolution before it is provided to a di�erent software subsystem. However,the entire system will be more e�cient if it employs multiresolution storage structures thatprovide the savings of reduced I/O and memory access.In order to take advantage of heterogeneity of hardware in networks, every softwarecomponent in the system must support scalable resolution. In a situation where a serviceis being sold over a network [27, 28], the utility of the data, and therefore the demand forthe data, is based on resolution. The total utility provided to clients (and the income ofthe server!) is maximized by systems that can both provide and utilize data at di�erentlevels of resolution. For instance, one can easily imagine paying to view a �lm based notonly on the popularity of the �lm, but also on the quality of resolution that one receives.Someone with a slow CPU and limited memory and display capability should see the samedata that the rich person with a state-of-the-art computer and fancy display technologysees, \but through a glass, darkly." Certainly, a data vendor wishes to sell data bothto the poor and to the rich{though not necessarily at the same resolution or the sameprice. Multiresolution speci�cally raises interesting questions of market-based allocation ofresources [29], especially network bandwidth.The more resolution scalable each component of a software system is, the more con-trol the client user or client application can have over the result resolution. This controlis essential to the utility of a multiresolution system because di�erent situations have dif-ferent performance and resolution requirements. The ad hoc multiresolution systems inexistence today either dictate resolution to the client or o�er a very small set of resolutionchoices. Designing as much resolution scalability into the system as possible allows for easyupdgrades as improved individual software and hardware components become available.This scalability principle extends to federations of autonomous, heterogeneous compo-nents. A system that interacts with systems designed by or owned by others should beprepared to o�er as much exibility in resolution as possible, since no assumptions can bemade about the requirements or capabilities of the other systems.System wide scalable resolution is not an automatic advantage of an object-orienteddesign. Designing a notion of resolution for a particular kind of data in a speci�c applicationrequires careful consideration of the nature of human or client interaction with that data4



type and the capabilities of the hardware. For instance, object-oriented design may allowmotion video clips to be passed back and forth between subsystems easily, but it cannotguide the construction of a notion of resolution of video clips appropriate for a particularapplication.5 A Tentative Research Program for System-wide Mul-tiresolutionSystem-wide multiresolution motivates work in many systems-oriented subdisciplines ofComputer Science, such as graphics, databases, and computer-human interaction (CHI),as well as more theoretical work in data structures and algorithms. Our own research hasfocused on database technology. After outlining the important multiresolution issues inthat area, we suggest some tentative research directions in other �elds.The construction of data retrieval systems that systematically support multiresolutionfor very large multimedia databases and virtual reality systems is a challenging problemwith an enormous payo�. For several reasons, this is properly a database research issue, asopposed to pure research in graphics.� Systematic multiresolution requires a multiresolution data model that organizes thedata.� The data involved are so voluminous that e�cient and comprehensive management ofthe storage hierarchy is essential.� Issues of autonomy, security, and e�cient concurrent access of these databases aregermane.We have proposed a multiresolution data model [12] that is a framework for furtherresearch. We believe the most pressing mutliresolution database research issues are:� the development of algorithms that implement an e�cient multiresolution algebra,� an extension of \value functions" used in real-time systems that allow users to assigna value to the resolution as well as the timeliness of a query response, and� a query optimizer for the multiresolution algebra and extended query language.Although we are working on these problems, research on a larger scale is needed.The �eld of graphics has used multiresolution concepts from its beginning. Additionalsystems-level research into the integration of this technology with database and networktechnology will be extremely fruitful. Further, we believe cyberspace [30] and virtual realitysystems will require similar lossy compression technology for geometric rather than rasterbased graphic representation, and that this technology also must carefully consider thegeneral ideas of multiresolution transmission and calculation [31, 32].In terms of multiresolution, the most important CHI research concerns the question:How can we provide low resolution data that maximizes usefulness to the userat a minimum cost to the computing resources?5



The design of lossy compression algorithms for multimedia data carefully considers humanpsycho-acoustic and psycho-visual models, so the line between CHI and graphics alreadyhas been blurred deeply by the notion of multiresolution. However, the applications ofsimilar notions of lossy compression to other data types, such as maps and solid geometricscenes, has not been fully researched.In additional to the systems-oriented work already mentioned, some deep, interestingtheoretical work can be outlined. Primarily, this involves extending the notion of multires-olution to more data types than spatial representations and digital samplings of continuousfunctions.Computing against low resolution data is a special case of computing with limited infor-mation. It has long been recognized that computing in the absence of complete informationposes special problems, often increasing computational complexity while greatly decreasingprecision in the results. However, in a multiresolution environment the programmer designsthe intentional loss of information, so that this imprecision, traditionally disadvantageous,may be used advantageously. The cost-saving advantages of performing multiresolution (i.e.low resolution) computation o�set the problems caused by imprecision. These savings areobtained for all data types and computing problems to some degree, although, of course,the largest savings are in those kinds of data for which lossy compression has already beenexplored.Multiresolution systems will provide the greatest bene�t when every data type supportsnotions of multiresolution. We are currently developing a notion of multiresolution set,called the sandbag [33]. The multiresolution set is a fraction of the data types that need tobe considered. Some of the general issues involved in the construction of any multiresolutiondata type are:� the development of notions of resolution allowing both useful computation on lowresolution data and compact representations that obtain the performance advantagesof multiresolution,� the constructions of metrics for the resolution, and� the constructions of incremental algorithms that e�ciently utilize incrementally im-proving resolution in their inputs.This is a fun and challenging area to work in because various branches of mathematics,engineering and science may be applicable in surprising ways. For instance, we have beenattempting to use information theory to develop a useful metric for the resolution of thesandbag.6 The GeoscopeIn this section we resurrect an architectural vision discarded in 1953 and project it intothe future, and use it to illustrate the utility of multiresolution and the research we havesuggested. Our long-term plan is to develop the multiresolution technology needed to realizethis vision.R. Buckminster Fuller (1895-1983), scientist, inventor, philosopher, futurist, cartogra-pher, and poet, was very concerned with mapping the earth and understanding globaltrends. In 1953 he proposed the construction of a 60-meter diameter sphere to be sus-pended in space next to the United Nations building in New York [34]. This enormous6



ball was to be a precise simulacrum of the planet Earth, on a such a scale that a touristcould observe on its surface the house in which he or she lived with the aid of powerfulbinoculars. Colored lights were to be projected onto its surface to show the distribution ofthe Earth's resources, including its population and money. By changing these lights overtime in accordance with the changing geographic distribution of resources, global trendscould be graphically displayed on the \Geoscope." This would deepen our understandingof \Spaceship Earth," a term coined by Fuller.Like many of Fuller's ideas, the Geoscope is still ahead of our time, and the 60-meterversion has not yet been constructed. However, computer technology now allows us tocontemplate the implementation of a Geoscope in software. A software Geoscope accessedby portable personal computers connected via cellular phones has the advantage that anynumber of people can observe it at the same time. The precision of such a Geoscope islimited only by technology and the available data. For instance, the oor plan of everybuilding in Paris might be accessible, and the tra�c patterns of Los Angeles projectedthrough it. If the appropriate historic data is available, it can simulate the past as well asthe present. For instance, the ow of money, material, and men associated with World WarII could be graphically depicted.The implementation of the Geoscope, like many less ambitious projects, bene�ts fromcomprehensive multiresolution. Since a Geoscope will use raster data in the form of satellitephotos, spatial data in the form of maps, and general data to describe the ux of money,resources, and people, it is an excellent target application. If a continent is viewed, satellitephotos provide much greater resolution than the human eye can perceive, so it is clearlyreasonable to construct lower-resolution images of large data objects, such as countries.Similarly, although every road in the world may be available in the Geoscope, a view ofeven a small city may be too busy unless a low resolution map showing only the mainarteries is displayed. A somewhat di�erent form of low resolution is required for describingresources and population. Although a database of the over �ve billion people may beconstructed, there is little point in locating them all precisely for some applications. Atleast one approach to this kind of resolution has been suggested [12]. The transmission ofthese three di�erent kinds of data over limited bandwidth lines to and from computers ofgreatly varying capacities demands multiresolution.The applications of the Geoscope boggle the mind. It will be the ultimate Atlas. Whowill buy real estate without consulting it? The teaching of history, anthropology, ecology,and, of course, geology and geography will be revolutionized. For instance, a user of theGeoscope will be able to walk through ancient Jerusalem before the Crusades, Rome at thetime of Nero, or the Library of Alexandria before its destruction. The Geoscope will bea Modern Wonder of the World { and may contain all the Ancient Wonders in their idealcondition.The Geoscope as we have described it is many years away. However, similar but lessambitious projects requiring multiresolution are imminent. Foreseeable trends in hard-ware technology will continue to increase the demand for multiresolution technology. Wetherefore conclude that systematic support for multiresolution is critical to next-generationinformation systems.AcknowledgementsSarah Chodrow, Mary C. Reed, Bert Rothenbach, and Thomas Woo provided helpful com-ments. Michael Benedikt and the writings and life of Buckminster Fuller were inspirational.7
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